
 Are there morphological Case-Matching effects in German Transparent Free Relatives? 

    In the last fifteen years or so, two different syntactic analyses of “transparent” free 
relatives (TFRs) have emerged. One view, championed by van Riemsdijk (1998, 2006, 
2009), maintains that the relative-external (phrasal) ‘head’ of TFRs like [1] is the 
boldfaced phrase, in contrast to ‘ordinary’ free relatives (FRs), as in [2], which he views 
as headed by the wh-phrase (he in fact uses a ‘grafting’ approach to both FRs and TFRs, 
which assumes that the boldfaced phrases in [1]-[2] are shared by two distinct trees). 

[1] I suddenly came across [what I might describe as a winged horse] ! TFR 
[2] I will send you [whatever you order]                                             ! FR 
 
The other view, argued for in Grosu (2003, 2007, 2010), assumes that FRs and TFRs 
have the same gross configurational structure (in particular, a wh-phrase in [Spec, CP] 
and a CP-external null Determiner), the only difference between them being that FRs are 
inherently specified as definite, while TFRs are not specified for definiteness (note the 
indefinite flavor of the TFR in [1]). 
    This paper focuses on a single type of argument, namely, on whether there are or not 
Case matching effects in TFRs. It is well-known that the FRs of German are subject to 
restrictions on the morphological Case of the w-phrase, some speakers requiring that it be 
fully compatible with the Case assigned to the FR, and others allowing mismatches, 
provided that the Case of the w-phrase is ‘higher’ than the Case of the FR on the 
hierarchy of obliqueness Nom<Acc<Dat (Pittner 1991). Now, van Riemsdijk maintains 
that comparable effects are found in TFRs, and that they involve the Case of phrases like 
the boldfaced one in [1]. In support, he offers pairs like (3)-(4), asserting that (3) is 
grammatical and (4), ungrammatical. 
 
[3] Ich werde mir kaufen [was du als einenACC passenden Wagen 
      bezeichnen würdest]ACC. 
[4] Ich werde mir kaufen [was als ein passenderNOM Wagen  
         bezeichnet werden kann]. 
 
Furthermore, in response to data like (5)-(6), brought up in Grosu (2007) to show that 
FRs and TFRs behave alike wrt the ‘Gallmann effect’ (compatibility of was with Dative 
Case assigned by prepositions), van Riemsdijk (2009) argues that the Gallmann effect 
operates in PF (following linearization), and shows nothing about the structure of FRs 
and TFRs. 
 
[5]  Sie spricht mit [was ich einen IdiotenACC nennen würde]DAT.      ! TFR 
[6] Er hat mit [was du gesagt hast] nicht gerechnet DAT.                        ! FR 
 



    In this talk, I will argue for a number of points, in particular, the following two: 
 
[A] Large numbers of native speakers that I was able to consult (over 30, coming from 
distinct areas of the German Sprachraum) rated both (3) and (4) as grammatical. A few 
expressed a slight preference for (3), but reported exactly the same preference if was is 
replaced by was immer, a step that coerces FR status, and also reported that no 
comparable preference is detectable if etwas is prefixed to the bracketed clauses, creating 
overtly head-external relative constructions. 
   Conclusion: Whatever the reason for this slight preference, it distinguishes FRs and 
TFRs on the one hand from overtly headed relatives on the other, not TFRs from FRs.  
 
[B] If the boldfaced phrases in (4) and (5) were subject to matching requirements, they 
would exhibit mismatching in violation of the hierarchy of obliqueness, and should thus 
exhibit the degree of ungrammaticality found in FRs like (7) and (8) respectively. 
 
[7] *Er zerstört, [werNOM ihm in die Quere kommt]ACC. 
[8] *Sie spricht mit [wenACC ich dir gezeigt habe]DAT. 
 
Nothing of the kind is reported by any of my informants, and in fact, van Riemsdijk 
(2009) himself did not contest the grammaticality of data like [5].  

   Conclusion: The contrast between (4)-(5) and (7)-(8) yields a particularly strong 
argument against the view that TFRs exhibit Case-matching effects of the kind proposed 
by van Riemsdijk.  

  

 


